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Problem statement 

• Static analysis producing UML diagrams from 

source code is useful but incomplete. 

• All associations between classes look the 

same 

• Some dependencies are missing 

• Some design decisions are not fully 

implemented 

• Utility classes are not highlighted 



Why is this useful? 

• Highlighting these elements in UML diagrams 

can be useful both during new system 

development as well as during program 

comprehension. 

• A few examples: 

• Class placement 

• Utility classes 

• YAGNI violation detection 
 



Proposed solution basic idea 

 

• Use tests and test coverage to 

enhance UML diagrams with 

the missing information. 

• In the example diagram A and B 

are both associated to C by 

calling one method in C. 

• Assess strength of association, 

based on the number of 

statements executed in m3() vs. 

the number of statements 

executed in m4(). 



Proposed metrics 



• Apache Commons Email component 

ver. 1.3.2 

• Classes in org.apache.commons.mail 

package:  
1. Email 

2. SimpleEmail 

3. MultiPartEmail 

4. EmailAttachment 

5. HtmlEmail 

6. ImageHtmlEmail 

7. DataSourceResolver 

8. ByteArrayDataSource 

9. DefaultAuthenticator 

10. EmailUtils 

11. EmailException 

12. EmailConstants 

Case study 



• HtmlEmailTest is a JUnit 

test case for HtmlEmail 

class. 

• Classes with zero EBC 

are very much coupled to 

HtmlEmail. 

HtmlEmail 

• The most estranged classes to HtmlEmail are: 
• SimpleEmail, an alternative class to send emails (simple emails and 

not multipart HTML emails). 

• ImageHtmlEmail, subclass of HtmlEmail not referenced in the tests of 

its parent class. 

• EmailConstants, contains only static fields and no methods. 

• ByteArrayDataSource, a typed data source not specific to the HTML 

Email core functionality, deprecated in the tested release. 



• SimpleEmailTest is a JUnit 

test case for SimpleEmail 

class. 

• Classes with zero EBC are 

very much coupled to 

SimpleEmail. 

• Some classes that were 

covered completely or to a 

large extent by the 

HtmlEmailTest (e.g. 

EmailAttachment, 

HtmlEmail,  MultiPartEmail) 
are now completely missed. 

SimpleEmail 

 The HtmlEmail – 

MultipartEmail group of 

classes is completely 

estranged to 

SimpleEmail. 



MultipartEmail 

• To investigate the  relationship between 

MultiPartEmail and HtmlEmail we also 

executed the MultiPartEmailTest in 

addition to the HtmlEmailTest. 

• MultiPartEmailTest is the JUnit test 

suite for the MultiPartEmail class and 

executing it yields the EBC results 

shown in the first Table. 

• EmailAttachment class is completely 

coupled to both classes although from 

observing the UML class diagram this 

dependency may go unnoticed for 

HtmlEmail, since the dependency is 

inherited from the MultiPartEmail parent 

class. 

• We observe that in most cases, as 

expected, the two classes present 

similar EBC values, since HtmlEmail is 

a subclass of MultipartEmail. 



Observations (I) 

• Strongly associated classes: EBC provides evidence on the strength of 

associations.  

• E.g. EmailAttachment is very important to MultiPartEmail hierarchy of classes. 

• Class EmailAttachment is only a dependency of class MultiPartEmail in the UML 

diagram. However, EBC reveals that EmailAttachment class is very important 

both for MultiPartEmail as well as for HtmlEmail,  since it is estranged with both 

of them by 0.00%.  

• On the other hand, the parent class of both these classes, namely Email is 

estranged to class HtmlEmail by 54.85% and to MultiPartEmail by 52.57%. 

• Although inheritance is a stronger association than (UML) dependency, EBC 

highlights that this specific dependency with EmailAttachment is important. The 

distinguishing characteristic of the Multipart hierarchy of classes in the UML 

diagram is that they have attachments, as opposed to Simple emails that do not.  

• EBC provides, therefore, evidence for the strength of the associations between 

classes signifying which are more specific to certain groups of classes. 

 



Observations (II) 

 Utility classes and missing UML dependencies: Some 
classes are used by many other classes to some extent. 
 E.g. HtmlEmail, SimpleEmail and MultiPartEmail all are related (with 

large or some extent) to the classes DefaultAuthenticator, 
EmailException and EmailUtils.  

 This suggests that these classes could be utilities or serving some other 
general purpose, such as exception handling.  

 This is evident from the naming of these two classes (EmailException 
and EmailUtils) as well. However,  EBC would have revealed this even if 
the naming decisions were different. 

 Notice also that these classes were seemingly disconnected in the UML 
reverse engineered diagram.  

 This is because these classes are not used as class variables, method 
parameters or method return values. For example, they may be used 
only as local variables in methods’ bodies. 

 Some UML tools may not report the dependencies. EBC does not only 
provide the dependency but also reports its relative strength to the 
tested class. 



Observations (III) 

 Dead or over-engineered code: Some classes 

are not used at all. 

 Class ByteArrayDataSource is completely estranged to all 

tested classes in our case study. This is of course a 

strong indication of dead code.  

 Indeed this class has been deprecated in the tested 

version and another class is used instead. 

  Also this can be an indication of over-engineered code or 

code violating the YAGNI principle (a class is placed as 

place holder for future extension but is not implemented 

or tested completely).  

 



Using EBC to highlight wrong design decisions 

Considering the example, EBC is effective in 

providing additional information in the static 

analysis diagrams. 

However, large and complex systems present 

additional challenges such as dead or over-

engineered code. The proposed measure of 

estrangement can help in such cases as well. 

We show an example of dead code. Now we will 

discuss an experiment for the case of over-

engineered code. 



Refactoring the Email component 

• We refactored the original Email component 

and injected there a “design bug”.  

• Then we re-executed the tests to see if the 

wrongly introduced design decision can be 

highlighted by the EBC values. 



Refactoring the Email component (cont.) 

• We placed an abstract method in the Email base class. 

• This method is already implemented in the MutliPartEmail class, it concerns 

email attachments and is the attach method. 

• The abstract method placed in the Email has an identical signature with the 

MutliPartEmail method: 

– public abstract MultiPartEmail attach(EmailAttachment attachment) throws 

EmailException; 

• This refactoring does not affect the HtmlEmail class which already inherits 

this method by MultiPartEmail class, but it affects the SimpleEmail class 

which must now implement this method (although the implementation is 

empty) in order to be syntactically valid. 

 



Modifications in the UML diagram 

By pushing its 
signature to the 
base Email class 
and by introducing 
an empty 
implementation of 
the method in the 
SimpleEmail class, 
we now have the 
static analysis 
generated UML 
class diagram 
depicted in the 
Figure. 



Modifications in the UML diagram (cont.) 

• Four additional dependencies 

are introduced. 

• Both Email and SimpleEmail 

now contain an abstract 

declaration and an empty 

implementation, respectively, of 

the method “attach”.  

• Due to this method’s signature, 

they both depend now to 

EmailAttachment which is a 

parameter of attach as well as to 

MultiPartEmail which is the 

return type of attach.  

• The diagram now does not 

reveal the cluster of classes 

where EmailAttachement 

belongs. 



Modifications in the UML diagram (cont.) 

• In the diagram it is not even 

evident that we have two separate 

groups of classes. 

• We only refactored the code; 

hence we can execute the same 

tests as before and measure EBC 

again (by definition refactoring 

does not affect functionality; the 

original tests should still run 

successfully).  

• We had to modify slightly the 

MockEmailConcrete class (not 

depicted in the diagram) which 

extends Email and is used for the 

tests. 



Contrasting EBC values 

 The HtmlEmailTest 
and SimpleEmailTest 
were executed 
successfully and 
provided tables 
contrast the original 
results with the results 
obtained from the 
refactored component. 

 As can be seen EBC 
remains unaffected by 
the refactoring 
highlighting correctly 
the various 
associations. 



Contrasting EBC values (cont.) 

• The small differences in SimpleEmail’s EBC 

values are because the new (null) method 

does not get executed, its test coverage 

drops slightly and, therefore, EBC in three 

classes (Email, EmailUtils and 

EmailException) drops slightly as well, 

although their test coverage is the same. 

• EBC remains unaffected by the refactoring 

highlighting correctly the various 

associations. 

• The tests still reveal the dichotomy between 

the SimpleEmail and the HtmlEmail classes, 

although this dichotomy is not evident in the 

static structure of the refactored component.  

• EBC will be effective if the over-engineered 

code is not tested.  

• Code like this is often inserted in the 

program as a placeholder for future 

extensions and it is not entirely implemented 

or tested.  

• Under these conditions, EBC can highlight 

possible violations of the YAGNI principle. 



COMPARISON TO 

ESTABLISHED COUPLING 

METRICS 



TCIC for a class and a system 



Compared metrics 

• Message Passing Coupling (MPC): MPC is a 

metric that captures the count of method calls from 

methods of a class to methods of other classes.  

 We assume that a positive correlation may exist 

between MPC and TCIC. 

• Coupling Between Objects (CBO): CBO is a 

metric that captures the count of other classes a 

class is coupled to.  

 Again a positive correlation is assumed to exist 

between CBO and TCIC. 

 



Calculating EBC and TCIC for the classes of the Email 

component 

• Classes at the first column are used as the source class of which the tests we execute 

to measure TCIC and EBC with the other classes mentioned in the columns. 

• The TCIC value for each class is calculated as the sum of the values of TCIC of this 

source class with each respective target class. 

• Here we are using classes from two other packages of the Email component:  

• the class MimeMessageParser from the package org.apache.commons.mail.util  

• the various resolver classes from the package org.apache.commons.mail.resolver.  



TCIC compared to the metrics 

• There is a statistically significant positive correlation between (MPC; 

TCIC) and (CBO, TCIC). 

• Both MPC and CBO tend to increase simultaneously with TCIC. 

• Due to the small size of the experiment, this issue deserves further 

investigation  to establish this preliminary result. 



Additional observations (I) 

• Package dependencies direction can also be highlighted with EBC and TCIC.  

 E.g. classes of the org.apache.commons.mail.resolver package are estranged to all 

classes from other packages. Thus, this package is independent from the other 

packages (i.e. dependencies are incoming and not outgoing) and it does not use their 

services. 

 



Additional observations (II) 

 EBC and TCIC highlight the dependencies to the actual types and not to 

the apparent types. E.g. ImageHtmlEmail class is related according to its 

test suite to some extent with three resolvers: 

• EBC(ImageHtmlEmail, DataSourceClassPathResolver) = 0.36 

• EBC(ImageHtmlEmail, DataSourceCompositeResolver) = 0.33 

• EBC(ImageHtmlEmail, DataSourceUrlResolver) = 0.12. 

 So, there is a dependency from the package org.apache.commons.mail to 

the package org.apache.commons.mail.resolver due to the usage of the 

resolver classes from the ImageHtmlEmail class. 



Additional observations (II) (cont.) 

 This dependency is difficult to 

be established using static 

analysis alone.  
• E.g. the dependency of the 

ImageHtmlEmail class in the class 

diagram is to the 

DataSourceResolver interface and 

not to the actual classes of the 

resolver package implementing this 

interface. 

• This interface is implemented by the 

classes in the resolver package, but 

the actual dependency with specific 

resolvers is not captured by the class 

diagram.  

• EBC and TCIC capture this 

dependency to the actual classes 

implementing the interface. 



Additional observations (III) 

 TCIC can provide more accuracy in 

some cases due to the previous 

observation concerning the capturing 

of the dependency to the actual types 

used during runtime. 

 This difference between static metrics 

and TCIC is due to the incorporation 

of coupling with the actual types 

during runtime in TCIC. 

 E.g. the most coupled class according 

to CBO and MPC is HtmlEmail.  

 For TCIC is the ImageHtmlEmail. 



Additional observations (III) (cont.) 

• ImageHtmlEmail is a subclass of 

HtmlEmail and carries all of the 

coupling of its parent class but 

introduces additional coupling.  

• By summing up TCIC values for the 

relationships of the ImageHtmlEmail 

class to the various actual resolvers, 

which concern the actual 

DataSourceResolvers used, we get an 

increase of TCIC by 0.64+0.67+0+0.88 

= 2.19, which makes 

TCIC(ImageHtmlEmail) > 

TCIC(HtmlEmail). 



Conclusions 

• The proposed metrics can: 
• Highlight the strength of associations in statically generated 

class diagrams. 

• Highlight missing associations in such diagrams.  

• Detect deprecated or unused code. 

• Highlight utilities and general purpose classes.  

• Under some conditions,  provide a more clear view in the face 
of wrong design decisions. 

• Highlight package dependencies. 

• Provide the association to actual vs. apparent data types. 

 

• The metrics can be used without any additional effort in 
the context of an agile process in which tests are already 
available.  



Thank you for your attention 

• Any Questions? 


